RECYCLED WOOD FIBRE BEDDING

Low dust, consistent high quality, comfortable, absorbent and easy to use

NEW
From BEDMAX

FIBREMAX
RECYCLED WOOD BEDDING FOR HORSES

Low dust
Consistent quality
Absorbent
Comfortable
Economical
Easy to use
Sustainable

From the Bedding Stable
We are delighted to introduce our latest option in the BEDMAX range of equine bedding.

FIBREMAX is specifically designed to offer horse owners a sustainable, affordable bedding made from recycled wood fibre that provides high levels of comfort and absorbency in the stable.

- Low dust
- Consistent quality
- Absorbent
- Comfortable
- Economical
- Easy to use
- Sustainable

You can use our new bedding option either on its own or as a base under our BEDMAX or LITTLEMAX shavings. It comes with all the assurance of consistent quality you would expect from BEDMAX. It’s dried and dust extracted, it’s economical and easy to use and maintain, and it can be easily composted after use too.

You can find out more about FIBREMAX and locate your nearest supplier at our website: www.bedmaxshavings.com or call 01668 213467.